Assessment of the Effect of Children’s Bone Density Development in Pediatric MR Only Treatment Planning
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ABSTRACT

Purpose- MR only treatment planning for pediatric radiation therapy is helpful to reduce the patient dose and more precise target definition. Bone segmentation and assigning a suitable bulk electron density to bone tissue is important in this technique. Bone in children under 14 years old is still developing so the mineral density is changing during these ages. The objective of this study is to assess the effect of assigning the same bulk electron density to bone tissues of the children with different ages on dose distribution.

Methods- Seven sets of skull CT images of children under 19 years old were selected. Skull bones were segmented and the CT numbers extracted, then the CT numbers converted to density. In order to compare the differences of dose distribution due to differences in bone density, the percentage depth dose was calculated by Monte Carlo simulation in inhomogeneous phantoms.

Results- The results of PDDs in photon and electron sources did not show a significant difference (<2%) between different densities beneath the bone tissue.

Conclusion- When MR only treatment planning is to be used for a child, the bulk density method is accurate enough for treatment of brain or underneath area of bone. However, if the target of radiation therapy is bone, this method may cause a little error in dose calculation especially in superficial and electron therapy, so that voxel based methods are more reliable for these treatments.

1. Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) has a significant role in 3D conformal radiotherapy but it is going to be replaced by Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). MRI has important advantages in treatment planning in comparison to CT scan such as greater soft tissue contrast, usage of magnetic fields instead of ionizing radiation fields and more importantly the ability to provide functional information of tissue [1-3].

All of the mentioned advantages can have a key role in different steps of radiation therapy. Better soft tissue contrast can help in better target and organ at risks definition [4]. Furthermore, MRI can be used before during and after treatment for patient follow up without concerning about secondary malignancies arising from ionizing radiation [5]. Functional information from functional MRI (fMRI), diffusion weighted (DW) techniques or magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) provide this ability to assess or predict the tumor response to treatment, defining the tumor stage and defining the functional target and organ at risks [4, 6-11]. MRI is going to be used as a tool for image
guided radiotherapy (IGRT) so that MRI-Cobalt and MRI-Linac is being developed and even they are being used in some limit radiation therapy centers [12]. Fast and dynamic MRI methods actuate radiation therapy toward IGRT using MRI [13-17].

Besides all of these advantages, MRI has some problems such as a little image distortion and the lack of electron density information which is more important. Electron density information can be provided from CT images. There are different methods to provide electron density map, one of which is the rigid registration of MRI images on CT images. Unfortunately, this method will be so difficult when patient position is a little different between MRI and CT imaging [1, 18, 19].

In order to reduce the uncertainties of rigid registration and even omit the CT imaging, MR only treatment planning was a solution. It also reduces the cost of treatment and patient dose besides of reducing the depreciation of equipment and personnel time. There are two methods for MR only planning: deformable image registration or atlas based mapping and segmentation methods [20]. Deformable image registration has a disadvantage, for example skeletal abnormalities make this method difficult. Therefore, the segmentation of different tissues and assigning a bulk density to each segment is more popular. A comparison between bulk and voxel based treatment planning has shown that assigning a bulk density to tissues can be accurate enough in some types of cancers [18]. Bone segmentation is the most important part of this technique because bone can have a significant role in dose calculation and making digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR) [21].

MR only treatment planning for pediatric radiation therapy can be helpful as well to reduce the patient dose and more precise target definition [2]. 18% of childhood cancers are CNS cancers and 12% is bone and soft tissue sarcomas [22]. In both cases, the segmentation of bone tissues and assigning a suitable electron density to the bone segments is important. Bone in children under 14 years old is still developing, so the bone mineral density is changing during these ages [23-25].

As it is mentioned above in some MR only treatment planning systems, a bulk density is assigning to bone even for children with different ages. Now the question is whether assigning the same bulk electron density to bone tissues of children with different ages can have a significant role in dose distribution and dose calculations. In this study, we have endeavored to answer this question.

Some sets of skull CT images of children under 19 years old were selected. Skull bones were segmented and the CT numbers were extracted, then the CT numbers converted to density. In order to compare the differences of dose distribution due to differences in bone density, the percentage depth dose (PDD) was calculated by Monte Carlo simulation in inhomogeneous phantoms.

2. Materials and Methods

Seven sets of skull CT images from patients in the age range of three month to nineteen years old were selected randomly. All images were produced by the same machine (16 slice GE bright speed) and with the same slice thickness of 5 mm. Skull bone were segmented and the CT numbers of them were extracted and the average value of CT number was calculated.

In order to have a better vision of the distribution of skull bone CT numbers, cumulative bone volume histograms were created for all patients (Figure 1). Cumulative bone volume histogram demonstrates that how much of bone volume has a certain CT number or more than that.

The average value of CT numbers was converted to tissue density by CTCREAT ramp which is used in PEGS4 cross section data file. This ramp considers four materials including air, lung tissue and bone [26].

Because the relative densities of skull bones were close to each other, the bone density of four patients (3 month, 1, 8 and 19 years old) which were more different were selected for Monte Carlo simulation to calculate percentage depth dose. MCNPX version 2.5 was used for modeling. A slab of 5×5×0.5 cm³ skull bone on a slab of 5×5×10 cm³ brain was modeled as an inhomogeneous phantom. Three beam energies were selected for therapy source to cover all kind of radiation external therapies, x-ray of superficial energy (120 kVp), x-ray of mega voltage energy of Linac (6 MV) and 12 MeV electrons. Mesh tally type 3 were used to calculate the dose distribution in the phantom.

3. Results

The average CT number of total skull was calculated for each patient. Some variations in the average value of CT numbers was seen which can be a normal variation. For example a 6 year-old patient showed denser bones which may because of his sex and diet. Bone volume histograms of each patient are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Cumulative bone volume histogram of all patients. Cumulative bone volume histogram demonstrates how much of bone volume has a certain CT number or more than that.

The bone densities assigned to average value of CT numbers is demonstrated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Average CT number</th>
<th>Relative density (g/cm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 m</td>
<td>313.52</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 y</td>
<td>508.48</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 y</td>
<td>611.70</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 y</td>
<td>546.61</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 y</td>
<td>572.91</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 y</td>
<td>575.74</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 y</td>
<td>762.52</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of PDD in all three sources are presented in Figure 2 to 4. The PDD curves normalized to the depth of 2 cm.

Figure 2. The result of PDD in 120 kVp x-ray in 3 month, 1, 8 and 19 year-old patients.
4. Discussion

Figure 1 shows that the CT number of each age is different from the other one. It is particularly clear in Figure 1 that the distribution of bone CT numbers is different and is increasingly growing toward compact bone CT numbers by the increase of age. It is apparently because of the development of compact bones in older ages. Small CT numbers in Figure 1 relates to spongy bone and undeveloped part of bones or the area of mastoid air cavities.

Despite the obvious difference in bone CT numbers between different ages, the related density corresponding to average value of CT numbers were relatively close to each other. The result of PDDs in two different energies of photons and 12 MeV electrons revealed that the difference of CT numbers did not have a significant effect on dose distribution beneath the bone layer. The differences due to different densities just demonstrate its effect on the dose of bone layer which may be important in the treatment of bone cancers but not in brain cancers.

In 120 kVp, a significant increase in the dose of
bone can be seen which is because of the photoelectric effect. In 6 MeV photons, the Compton Effect is more important so that the significant increase of bone dose cannot be seen. In 12 MeV electrons, a strong ups and falls occurred in the interface of bone and brain even up to 1 cm depth in to the brain. However, no significant effect had been seen in deeper parts. In all sources in the areas with the depth of more than 2 cm the differences of dose due to different bone densities were not more than 2%.

The results of PDDs in all kinds of sources did not show a significant difference (<2%) between different densities beneath the bone tissue. In electron sources, different densities were more important but not in the depth of more than 1 cm under the bone layer. The differences were just obvious in bone layer especially in superficial energies so that the differences between densities are important in the treatment of bone tissues. In electron therapy when the target is close to bone, the bone density also is important in the calculation of dose.

When MR only treatment planning is to be used for a child, the bulk density method is accurate enough for the treatment of brain or underneath area of bone. However, if the target of radiation therapy is bone, this method may cause a little error in dose calculation particularly in superficial and electron therapy, so that voxel based methods are more reliable for these treatments. Mega voltage photon treatment is not that much sensitive to the differences of densities but again in the treatment of bone tissues. In electron therapy, so that voxel based methods are also important in the calculation of dose.

The results of PDDs in all kinds of sources did not show a significant difference (<2%) between different densities beneath the bone tissue. In electron sources, different densities were more important but not in the depth of more than 1 cm under the bone layer. The differences were just obvious in bone layer especially in superficial energies so that the differences between densities are important in the treatment of bone tissues. In electron therapy when the target is close to bone, the bone density also is important in the calculation of dose.

When MR only treatment planning is to be used for a child, the bulk density method is accurate enough for the treatment of brain or underneath area of bone. However, if the target of radiation therapy is bone, this method may cause a little error in dose calculation particularly in superficial and electron therapy, so that voxel based methods are more reliable for these treatments. Mega voltage photon treatment is not that much sensitive to the differences of densities but again in the treatment of bone tissues necessary care should be taken to assign a more suitable density to the bones of children.
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